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THE QUANTUM THEORY OE THE ELECTROMAGNETIC EIEHD
The present work is concerned with de Broglie’s quantum 
theory of light.
It is assumed that the photon is described by a hermitian 
wave function with 16 components. Using this wave function^
it is shown that the 32 of de Broglie^s equations are reduced to 
one set of 16 equations in the form;
ir lr = •'■’i  .
where the /> are Dirac matrices and ^  is a matrix with 16 
components.
The electromagnetic quantities associated with the photon 
are described by means of the Dirac matrices operating on Ÿ  in 
a specified way. It is shown also that these electromagnetic 
quantities satisfy Maxwell’s equations as a result of the equationC)
The interaction between an electron?and a nhoton is developed 
and the matrix elements for the radiation transitions are calculated.
' It i^ further shown that the above wave equation can be 
considered as the superposition of two similar wave equations, one 
for the positive energy photons and the other for the negative 
energy photons. To each of these states there corresponds electro­
magnetic quantities defined by the above method. It is the super­
position of these fields which gives rise tb the reality of the 
electromagnetic field.found in experience.
The wave mechanics of the positive energy photon is discussed 
and the method of second quantization is applied to its wave 
function, from which we deduce the commutation relations for the 
complex fields.
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THE) MTUEE OF LIGHT
The development of the theories of the nature of 
light shows a remarkable alternation between the corpuscular 
conception on the one hand and the wave conception on the 
other* Newton is usually considered as the founder of the 
coipuscular theory (of light) and Huygens as the founder of 
the wave theory* Newton regarded the li^t rays as the 
paths of definite light corpuscles which are emitted in all 
directions from the glowing body and they move with uniform 
motion in a straight line, i*e, just like ordinary material 
particles in the absence of external fields* Reflection 
and refraction of light rays at the surface between two 
different homogeneous bodies e*g* air and water, are 
explained, in the corpuscular theory, by the action of 
definite forces active in the surface of the transition layer* 
When li^t rays travel from air into water. Newt on *s 
corpuscular theory tells us that the velocity of the light 
corpuscles in water will be greater than that in air due to
the surface forces, while the opposite case is given by the
(1)
wave theory* Foucault actually measured the velocity of 
light in water and found that it is smaller than that in air* 
This experiment showed the incorrectness of Newton*s theory 
and led towards the acceptance of the wave theory. At the 
beginning of the twentieth century the corpuscular theory was 
revived in another form at the hands of Einstein, as a 
result of his special theory of relativity together with
-  ci~
Plancks* quantum theory.
This revival of the corpuscular theory was introduced
for the explanation of the photo-electric effect. Einstein
assumed the light to he composed of particles, called photons,
moving with constant velocity 0, and each having an energy hv 
hv
and momentum . On that assumption the photo-electric 
effect was successfully explained and the relation between 
the energy of the ejected photo-electrons (T) and the 
frequency of the incident li^t is expressed ly:
T ■ hv — Bo (Eo “ constant) ( 1 )
i
which is the equation for the conservation of energy, for 
the collision between the incident photon and the ejected 
electron.
Now according to the theory of relativity the energr 
and momentum of a particle of rest mass /. and velocity V, 
is given by:
®  ^ ( 3 )
As the photon moves with velocity C and energy E = hv, 
then (3 ) becomes: . /v
If o , then ( 3 ) is valid; hut from ( 2 ) we must 
regard as tending to zero as c * Thus if tie 
photon is supposed to have a velocity C, its rest mass 
must be zero*
Another support for Bins teints theory came from the
discoveiy of Conpton effect in 1922 and its successful
-3-
explanation on the basis of Einstein*s corpuscular theory.
A monochromatic beam of 7C-^ rays passing through a 
Wilson chamber is scattered by free electrons in the gas 
molecules. An electron is then ejected in a certain direction, 
forming a track in the chamber. The %^ray is scattered 
in another direction which can also be observed from the 
electrons ejected by the scattered wave. It has been found 
that the directions of the ejected electron and the scattered 
x«*ray bear exactly the same relation as in an elastic 
collision of two particles according to classical mechanics 
(conservation of energy and momentum).
On the other hand, a beam of x-*rays shows the well 
known interference phenomena which are proofs of the wave 
nature of K-rays.
It is this dual nature of ligjht which inspired 
De Broglie in 1924 to assume the same dual nature for particles 
and this has led to the developments of wave mechanics.
The hypothesis of photons enables us to find the
correct value for the radiation pressure. Maxwell*s
electromagnetic theory has lead to the following conclusion,
which was discovered by Poynting and proved experimmtally
fs;
by Lebedel®^ , Nichols and Hull:
**If a beam of li^t with energy density W falls on a 
plane absorbing screen making an angle of incidence fi ? 
it exerts on this screen a pressure equal to 
If the screen is perfectly reflective, the radiation pressure 
is again equal to u/ , where W now means the total
density of energy (incident and reflected) near the mirror".
Let us try to explain this experiment on the basis 
of Newton* s corpuscular theory. Let a beam of incident 
j particles with masses and velocity or falls at an angle g
on a perfectly reflecting surface, the densily of energy in 
the light beam being: N - , where N is the number of
particles per unit volume. In unit time, a unit surface 
element will receive Norc^ ^  corpuscles, each carrying a 
normal momentum /m or Ctso o Thus the pressure suffered
by the surface will be equal : nr^c^ V  >/'• c - , zW .
This is twice as big as was found experimentally. Let us 
now apply relativistic mechanics to our problem. The 
number of photons falling per unit time on unit surface of 
the screen is NcQro(^ and the energy density in the beam is 
NB, the normal momentum received per unit surface area per 
unit time is foo(?-A/cc*0 (^ = c*o V  = \V qo
which is exactly the result obtained by the electromagnetic 
theory and confirmed by experience.
But up to the present, establishing a quantum mechanics 
for the photon has proved to be a very difficult task. Many 
trials have been made by authorities in the subject of 
quantum mechanics but most of these are not considered 
satisfactory (See Heisenberg^Pauli, Frenkel, Fock, Landau 
/s Beierl/, Oppenheimer, C.G.Darwin, De Broglie and Jordan-^Kfonig).
-r .It is probably agreed, as Darwin said in 1932, that 
among all the recent developments of the quantum theory, 
one of the least satisfactory is the theory of radiation.
— 5 —
t^/lrTet
There are two main problems connected with the 
theory of the photon, about which opinions and ideas differ 
quite considerably.
1. The idea that the photon has a rest mass.
2. The fact that to the photon are associated real 
fields and not imaginary ones.
3. The fact that photons could be created and 
annihilated.
THE REST MA.SS OF THE PHOTON
After the establishment of quantum mechanics which 
explained quite satisfactorily almost all the dual properties 
of electrons, it occurred to De Broglie to try to establish 
a similar quantum mechanics for the photon, on attributing 
to it a very small rest mass. The idea was very fruitful 
and was carried out by many physicists in different directions.
(7)
G.I. Pokrowski suggested that the rest mass of light quanta 
might be of electrostatic origin. On that assumption he 
used the data of Campbell and Trumpler in the 1922 solar 
eclipse in the neighbourhood of the sun*s magnetic pole to 
deduce which he found to be equal to that of pilotons. The
charge of the pilot on was shown to be positive.
d)
W. Anderson assumed that a light quantum consists of 
an electric dipole of which the positive and negative charges 
equal those of the proton and electron respectively. . The 
electrostatic energy of the dipole gives it its "restenergy" 
which is normally much smaller than the total energy hv. On 
collision, however, the dipole distorts and its kinetic
-  ù -
energy is transformed into potential energy. The 
accompanying increase of electric force between the poles 
of the dipole is then adequate to produce photo-electric 
effect.
De Broglie proceeded to develop a complete quantum 
theory for the photon, assuming it to have a small rest 
mass. At first he assumed it to be a single particle, but 
meeting considerable difficulties, he then assumed it to be a 
complex particle formed by two elementary ones. Assuming the 
two elementary particles to be a neutrino and an anti««*neutrino, 
V Jordan has carried for many years a formulation for the
0Û)
neutrino theoiy of light which still is unsatisfactory.
Thus apparently, out of all these theories which 
were based on assuming a rest mass for the photon, De Broglie*s 
theory was the most satisfactory. It was carried out much 
further than all the others.
Now, we shall discuss the implications of assuming 
that the photon possesses a small rest mass yU * •
The relativistic mechanics give us for the energy and 
momentum of a particle with rest mass and velocity ^  ;
from which we deduce
f ^  (3)
As it is merrtioned before, if A  “ o , ^  will be 
equal to C from ( z ) and ( 3 ) becomes:
f
Tbus assuming A  - " we have the advantage of always
-7
attributing to light the velocity C.
Oonsidering, on the other hand, that the photon has 
a small rest mass , this rest mass will vary with 
velocity according to the relativity theory. Then to the 
smaller velocities correspond smaller energies and thus 
smaller frequencies. Thus there exists a dispersion for the 
vacuum, the red li^t will propagate with smaller velocity 
in vacuum than the violet light. But assuming /. to be
very small it could be shown that this vacuum « dispersion
is negligible in all the domain of measurable frequencies.
De Broglie has calculated the order of magnitude of the
rest mass of the photon which agrees with the measurable
(10
physical facts and it came out to be:
which is very small with respect to the rest mass of the
electron: jx^ ^ x \o ( ^ )
Thus the photon could be supposed to behave like a
~H*f-
particle with rest mass of the order gram, moving
( 12.)
with velocity very near to 0, i.e. varies from to 0 
according to the different types of radiations.
COMPLEX FIELDS 
In the electromagnetic theory of light, the fields are 
considered to be quantities essentially real since they are,
03)
in principle, measurable quantities. Frenkel wrote sometime
ago: It is sometimes that for 1 igjht-vibrations we
can measure the average value of the energy only, and not the
-F-
field strengths as a function of the time. But, on the 
other hand, for electromagnetic oscillations of moderate 
frequency we can certainly measure the field strength itself 
and follow its variation with time (with the help of an 
oscillograph for example). It is true that the quantity 
directly measured is not the field strength itself but the 
force i.e. the product of E by the electrical charge of the 
test particle upon which it is supposed to act. But this 
charge can be considered for electrons, for example, as a 
known quantity, and on the other hand, the force acting on 
it cannot be transformed into an expression quadratic in the 
resulting field strength and corresponding to the electro­
magnetic energy of the resulting field. It is therefore 
erroneous to think that the measurement of electric force 
can be reduced to the measurement of electromagnetic energy. 
On the other hand, udien the problems of the interaction 
between radiation and matter were investigated recently, it 
was shown that for representing the interaction, complex
(/V
expressions for the electromagnetic fields should be used*
OEBATION AMD ANNIHILATION OF PHOTONS.
In the recent developments of the theory of interaction 
between radiation and matter, it .was assumed that photons 
could be created and annihilated. Thus the photon should 
have a structure, characteristic for it, and very much 
different from that of thq other elementary particles.
It might be mentioned that, in th-e quantum mechanical
- S  -
explanation of the Compton effect, the primary photon is 
supposed to he annihilated (absorbed) and the secondary is 
created. This was the basis of the Klein-Nishina formula 
which proved to be in excellent agreement with experience,
(I?)
On the other hand, Compton and Darwin were able to 
derive formulae for the scattering which are in good agreement 
with experience, on treating the problem as a simple collision 
between two elastic bodies (the photon and the electron),
Darwin in his trial to form a theoiy for the photon, 
neglected the idea of creation and annihilation, and 
considered the photon to be of a structure similar to that 
of other elementaiy particles,
PE BROSLIB*S THBGHT OF THE PHOTON.
Introduction;
Dirac’s theoiy of the electron offers a good basis 
for constructing a quantum theoiy for the photon since
A, It is relativistically invariant and thus is 
valid for particles moving with veiy high velocity,
B, It introduces the spin which is supposed to 
have certain analogies with polarization.
To build a quantum thqory for the photon, much 
inport ance must be directed to the definition of the 
electromagnetic quantities and to Maxwell’s equation which 
they satisfy. In most current theories (e.g, Darwin, Frenkel,
(It.)
Proca and Kemmer) the field quantities are identified with 
the components of the wave function of the photon. To 
define this relation in his theoiy. De Broglie noticed that:
a. The electromagnetic field of the photon describes
-10  -
the way in which this particle acts on matter and thus it 
should be represented by the density of the matrix element 
for the transition from one state to an other o
b. As the electromagnetic field associated with the 
photon is always unique and well determined, then the final 
state of the transition must be known in advance*
Now the photo-^electric effect and the absorption 
phenomena may seem to show that the photons are annihilated 
when they come into contact with matter. This suggests that 
the structure of the photon should have a peculiarity which 
does not exist in the cases of other elementary particles*
Such structure is now easy to visualize according to Dirac*s 
theory of the electron which introduces the conception of 
complementary particles*
According to Dirac*s theory, there corresponds to each 
particle of a given proper mass and electric charge, a 
complementary particle, which forms together with the original 
particle an entity capable of being annihilated*
Assuming the photon to be formed of such an entity, 
the phenomenon of annihilation could be easily e^lained*
Such a structure has another advantage concerning statistics* 
Asumming each of the elementary particles to possess a spin 
momentum ^  -fc , our entity will have a spin momentum
of value ^ or o according to the direction of the spin of 
each constituent particle* Now, if we assume that elementary 
particles of spin £ follow the Fermi—Dirac statistics, it 
is shown that complex particles formed by an even number of
- u
elementary particles follow the Bose-Binstein statistics. 
Hence, the assumption that the photon is congposed of two 
demi photons explains why photons obey the Bose-Binstein 
statistics, which was difficult to understand earlier.
Admitting now the complex structure of the photon, 
let us go back to the definition of the electromagnetic 
quantities as the densities of matrix elements corresponding 
to transitions from one state to another, with the final 
state well defined. The first idea was to define the 
electromagnetic field quantity associated with the field
operator ^  as:
/
where f and 'f are the proper functions of one demi-photon
and its con^lementaiy. But such expressions, in addition
to being unsynmetrical in the position of the two wave
functions with respect to the operator, do not satisfy the
superposition principle which is responsible for the.
(/?)
interpretation of the interference phenomena*
This principle implies that: if the wave function f' 
of the photon is formed by a superposition of plane 
monochromatic waves, then the corresponding electromagnetic 
field is obtained by the superposition of electromagnetic 
fields which correspond to each monochromatic component of 7^  
considered separately* As an example, let us consider the 
case when the function ^  is formed by the superposition of 
two plane monochromatic waves ^ and '^ * To these waves 
correspond the complementary wave functions ^ and ^ ; and 
the two corresponding fields are:
- Æ -
F *  (7)
Then it is clear that:
C ? )
where the term on the left side of the inequality is
the field associated with the superposed wave*
In order to satify the superposition principle, the
field quantities must be expressed linearly in terms of the
components of the wave function* This happens only if the
final state is represented by a constant function which is
always the same, in which case, they will be expressed
linearly in terms of the components of the wave function
representing the initial state. This constant and unique
wave function will be taken to represent the annihilation
state <^*’and then ihe electromagnetic field quantity 
/ 0^ /
T T represents the density of the matrix element
corresponding to the transition from the initial state 
of the photon to the annihilation state . In such 
a case the inequality (?) becomes:
Ç  4 "  %  tt, - V ,  = F^Cf\ ( „
which satisfies the superposition principle. We shall show 
later that the annihilation state could be represented by a 
constant wave function, as is required.
DERIVATICN OF THB WAVS EQUATION:
If we assume that is the wave function of one 
demi—photon and the wave function of the conplementaiy
 ^ cm
particle, then according to De Broglie the Dirac equations
~ I 3 ~
for thw two demi—photons are;
and (^ ‘^ '*h c^ -'
where *• and k run from 1 to 4, is the mass of each 
demi-photon while W, f and /o will be the energy, momentum 
and mass of the photon as a whole. As the two demi-photons 
will have the same energy and momentum, we have:
i t = i L+,t) -k ^4 '' ( " )
the variable stands for X, y or z and i^ X' ^  ) is 
a single congonent of the 16 components of the wave function 
whidbt will be the wave function of the photon and 
could be used for the description of the motion of the 
ensemble of the two demi-photons as one entity.
Let us now introduce the eight matrices A /^ and 
with /L* 1,2,3,4, each having 16 columns and rows:
All the indices run from 1 to 4, These matrices ( iz) satisfy
the relations:
■+ Ai Aji. —  z  S^5 '  i- 1 6.^65 ^ S / î . 5 ' ^
('3)
Multiplying the two equations (lû) by and respectively, 
we get, taking ( /2) and ( 13) into consideration:
C ^ ^  i^- h.
^ + 'x.yu.c
with the notation:
IH--
(/“r^) is a system of 32 partial differential equations, 
which must be satisfied by the 16 components of the 
wave function
By addition and subtraction we get from equations (/4):
o = UU-)
The equations in the fom ( '^ ) are divided into two 
parts similar to Maxwell* s equations which are divided into 
two groups, one containing ^  and the other not containing 
the time derivative (div B » div H « 0).
THE FUNGTICN OF AJMIHILATION:
The equations ( û-) admit solutions independent
of x,y,z, ir « These solutions must satisfy the equations:
(^4+ G4^3 7^^  ( V)
As the matrix «^ yis chosen in this work to be diagonal, 
equation (»7) can be satisfied by the solution:
This solution satisfies equation (/^^) but not t), 
because of the last term containing the rest mass* This 
is not a very satisfactory feature of the theory, but it 
leads to linear expressions for the electromagnetic 
quantities satisfying the supeiposition principle.
DEFINITION OF THE ELECTROMAGNETIG QUANTITIES:
These quantities are defined as the density expressions
— 1 5 -
of the matrix elements corresponding to transitions from 
the actual states of the photons to the state of 
annihilation. To define these operators let us denote 
by ff and p those matrix-vectors with components: A, , A^, A^ 
and: B, , B B^which were defined by equations (
The electromagnetic potential will be identified with the 
operators:
= K 4 1 .-K. 1 (>9)
t
K is a numerical constant which is put equal to ir/yU. (zQ 
Then the operators corresponding to the electromagnetic 
fields will be defined in the usual way:
[A )^=-y< CmU  ^4^ (2 1)
With the help of the equations of the photon, we can get 
rid of the differential terms in the definitions (z_i 2%) and' 
get the following operators:
W  cb J
where o and o are respectively the matrix vectors with 
the components:
 ^AzA'i, 9 ^ A f y c' Al >^^3^ 1 y ^ ^i^z ( ‘2-4)
Now, we know that the Dirac x-operators form 16 
independent product combinations. Similarly the A*s 
and B*s of de Broglie have each 16 independent products, 
from which we can form the following 32 combinations.
16 of ^ich are symmetric and the others are antisymmetric
A3I63 1 ^ ’6,6y
0  ^ —  5----:—  9 — r— ' ;)----^ "
 ^/?i/7v it t ^ 2 6  y /9y !t t 0 ^ 3 Ÿ  ^A i ^ i .   ^0 2  (52 5 y
4  • ^  ^  ^  - — — —
.  ^ jjflAÆAj G,6z6y
z
A  1 0,
z
±^'6,Gi
X -’ ' 2~  ^ z
 ^ A‘lA'3, zt <- 6f 0 2 0 3  ^ /^/ A ^ zt 6|0t5^Dy
2   ^ i
On taking the ten combinations with negative sign 
from (Z5) we find that the quantities ^ ^  f formed
from them vanish* Thus we are left with the other 10
symmetrical terms with the positive sign, whose density
expressions are the above-defined electromagnetic quantities* 
On the other hand taking the six combinations with positive 
sign from (2-6), we find that their density expressions vanish 
while those with negative signé survive. The density 
expressions of these latter operators are associated with 
non^axwellian electromagnetic operators in the following 
way:
it*
Z (27)
-/7-
THE EQUATIONS OF EL3S0TRCMA.GNETISM;
Prom the wave equations of the photon, 32 in number, 
satisfied by Ihe 16 components of , we can deduce the 
following 32 electromagnetic equations, divided into two 
groups:
(2Î)1» - z èJ! - cu/iA ^  h - 0'àt
1 ^  4. /9 ~ o
together with an identity (16 equations)
These are exactly the Maxwellian equations in the 
case yXg o
& %  L,--o ]
CuaJ  cT^  = o 3 B  ^  q/CZct cr . O ’ Ü0 )
c. Y T  4- ^  cr =r >t/^cC
(16 equations)
These are the non—Maxwellian equations. As it is dear from 
(^ *6) and (29) these equations are not all independent.
From these equations also it can he deduced that each of the 
16 electromagnetic quantities satisfies the second order 
equation:
□  F  ( 3.)
P denoting a typical quantity»
—/F-
THE ELEQTROMAGNBTIG QUANTITIES EXPRSSSBD EKKilCITY IN 
TERMS OP WAVE FTJNGTIONS :
We shall adopt the following representation for the
Dirac -matrices throughout all our work:
I à a 0 ( 0 0 c \ 0
0 % 0 > 0^%— 0 0 -& Û
0
\
a 0 -1
\ 0 0 0 L d 0 0 0 Ù
f V 0 0 0 -.t* 0 0 0 0 -1 6 0
-I o o o 
O -I O o
o a ) 0 
O o o I
Calculating the matrix densities of the operators 
associated with the electromagnetic quantities we get:
( t /  ^  ‘k z
-
^  ff +  ^ 2  ^  ^ 3
%  - t z  -  4 ;  + f j
( il + 4, + 9%»+ 4a) 
( ÿz ~  A/
^ -  A z  +  A s  - A P
( A s  +  + 1 ,  +  A J
I, =
05 =
=
0 |  =  - £
^  Io r  =
r,= ( As
(31)
- n -
The reverse relations were deduced by Geteniau and shall 
be called after him henceforth:
(k/U.c I
( A 
V M/I,c
-h -L V
H
(- K 
\ M/.C
I
H:
(
+ if
H ''
i
3
- r,
-I,
i-r,
-   ^L
-f- t  cr.
— La;
+ .Vj
C ’ c r
3 )
3), 
)
)
)
/)% -5
t r  t
"^3=4
4
%z t
t  ^ y^) C®k-‘'*<Ty)
t r  4 [ / &  (/^^-/ 4) «^y)
^/ ^  4 ('^Tt ~ ‘-‘'^ ) ]
%z" i 1
' ' ■ *''^y)-\ C4
(\ %TcR
\/4,
3 ' -X^ +
4
-idfe,_%cTf 
■ -  h
■■4y)
t'!4y)'fC
(32.)
It might be mentioned that the indeterminacy of the 
potentials occurring in the electromagnetic theoiy of 
Maxwell ioC# gauge invariance, does not exist now because 
of the appearance of the mass term in the new electromagnetic 
equations♦
-<2,0-
PLA3ÜB WAVE S0LUIIQ3ST.
Let us associate with the motion of the photon 
the plane wave:
^ Cc', j z: \ J  , Z J (33)
where the , are constants. As the wave function• ' I 0
satisfies equations (3o) we get:  ^ (3y)
where /^/^= (35)
Taking the direction of propagation X as the z-axis, 
putting :
‘■'CkU'~ ^
A = k + —^  and = c- (36)
we find; ^
< ' ' T  ' 4  ‘ it, ' F
% - , f,,.- ifc,r i ,6, - ..p / ^  V
4  i
p  ' p  ; A r -
where the four *s are arhitary constants, subjected 
to the normalization condition.
Let us now calculate the Maxwellian electromagnetic 
quantities which are associated with the plane wave (17), 
these are:
—  â h
, =
- /9 2 -
-
V
- -/A Cc^
Ey = K ,C c^.
h = - I  A c
/+,c%-liTi Cc
Hy -t. Ik'l Cc
c 0
( c . - e , )  ^  T
6 3^. -t C, )c.' {ÿXl  p  
A
A T
C, ) Va ç2; p  
A
A '
Z7T P  .
à
A
(3F)
As we see the magnetic field is always transverse, as 
required hy the equation div tf - o . On the other hand 
0 , i.e. the electric field is not transverse
o
which corresponds to the fact that in this theory
I
div B 7  ^o , hut becomes transverse when • It
may be mentioned here that these longitudinal waves 
play a fundamental role in the theory of the interaction 
between two charged particles, so that their occurrence 
in the theory of the photon is not a disturbing feature.
GBHBRAL FORMALISM OF THB THBORY OF THE PHOTQB.
1. As the wave function of the photon is quadratic 
in the Dirac wave function / we may expect that the 
density equations (---- )-the -f-iel d ■ -quantities- aseooiated
" 52.-
expressioas:
F  ^ ^  ^ 4 (3Ÿ)
do not form a four-veotoro They really form the fourth 
components of a tensor of the second rank. On the other 
hand the following combinations form a four vector:
It can be shown that the expressions satisfy the
continuity equation as a result of the wave equations
t L  -t ° (*/)
3 A ^
Thus the normalization conditions becomes:
The explicit expression for /> is:
/> = / 5^3,/ W 5^5, / ^6;^ ,/^ / ^ /^-/ ^3/ ^- / y/ ^ (»3)
which for a plane wave is equal:
/ - - £  (*»)
I )=. !
Now, the definition (4-4) for the probability density
is not positive definite. For a negative energy wave,
which is a solution of the wave equation of the photon, the
expression (v-v-) is negative as it contains . De Broglie
(22)
suggested that normalization should be performed by:
\/=>w^ nr = A V
d ) (4- S)
It should be mentioned that the current opinion among
-23-
physicists is that the probability density has no meaning 
for the photon. As Pauli wrote some years ago, after 
discussing Landau-Peierl’s work on the theory of the photon: 
^There exists no density-current four-vector for the 
light quanta, which satisfies the continuity equation and 
has positive definite density. Only one of the two 
requirements mi^t be fulfilled formally, either the 
vector character of the density-current as regards Lorentz 
transformations or the positive definite character of the 
density. This sbands in striking contradiction to the 
description of material particles in Dirac^s theory where both 
requirements are fulfilled. Prom the non-existence of a 
density for the li^t cpianta, it results that the position 
of a light quantum is not observable".
In quantum mechanics, the positive definite plays 
the two roles:
lo The quantity represents at each instant
the probability that an observation could locate the 
particle in the volume element at that instant.
2. The integral J represents the total number of 
present particles.
According to the above arguments, the property ( 1 ) 
cannot be applied to the photon while the second one can still 
be used.
2. If P is an operator in the theory of the photon, it 
can always be written in the form: P « p"^  ^ + P
-03 02.3
where P and P are linear and hermitian operators, which
Cl)
act on the % ,y,z variables in the same way; but F acts
, tz)
only on the first index of the function while P acts on 
the second index. As an example consider the Hamiltonian 
operator:
as deduced from equations (/Ÿ). It is the sum of the two 
operators:
O) CL)
The proper values of the operators P and P will be given
r " £ - t Y  , r V ' - (.)
CIJ (z)
The proper values of and ^ are not independent. If
Q) u )
P and P depend on the variables %y,z, f ^ must be equal 
0)
to f^ .
f»> la)
If F and F do not depend on*>y,z i.e. if they act
Lz)
only on the indices then must be equal to -± ^
3. The proper functions are normalized by the formula:
where D is the entire field space. We say that the proper
functions (^ .^ are noimalized by . it can also be
shown that the proper functions are also orthogonal 
throu^ fhUty ,i.e.,
( * . i ) ^  - K ^h
J>
- 25-
For the plane wave ÿ(A) it is clear that:
^Ch)^r= o (-5 3)
and as the can always he developed in terms of the
we deduce that;
{ f , àxLzMj- 4> o (5 )^j?)  ^ Z
from vhich we deduce trhat:
J t X  t, - J  t' e, i  r - J *t±2i ^  ^  ^  (")
where ^  is the abbreviation for ^
4» If the state of the photon is represented by a 
certain wave function ^ , and if this wave function can be
developed in terms of the proper values ^ of the operator
F in the form:
^ T. ( 5 6 )
then the probability of finding the value ^  for the 
observable quantity P in the state represented by will 
be /  ^■
Now:
(£ 4t= L y ^  ^ ~/ r 5 n) Z ' j)/ Cw ^ 2. ^  '
which shows that the theoiy of the total probability is 
satisfied. Then the average value of the quantity F will be:
which was shown to be equivalent to:
-—  2^  —
The definition (59) for the average, or the expectation 
value of the physical quantity F leads to the following 
definition of the matrix elements corresponding to the 
operator F;
Let us assume that the 4> are the system of plane waves'-rj
which are proper functions for the operator H, We then 
have:
 ^ U ) j
Assuming that P and P are independent of time, then 
the condition that P will be a constant of motion is:
iffor every k and k « Inserting the definitions (4?),
(49) in ( /t) we get:
^  ^zyc h '’’<f> =-zyi (6-3)
Equation (^ z) becomes:
U1 y.)
As H and H are Hermitian operators, we get:
k = (K) CF ) ] Ay}ïy^^)‘^T -0 (6f)à Ft.-t T\l^,sWr-'i,ho ^  rp'"' 4 "'
i?'
If P is a constant of the motion, the right side of 
(éy-) vanishes for every M and i.e. all the matrix elements 
which correspond to: fP^ :>H* ] + CP vanish.
F  'J +  r  F  ^  M  =  O  ( 65)
This is the condition for P to be a constant of the motion*
-27
en L2 )
De Broglie assumed that the operators F and F also
satisfy the relation:
Adding (^5) and (6<) we get the condition:
CF,H] . 0 (67)
which is to he satisfied hy the operator F in order to be 
a constant of the motion.
An example in ihich this applies is the case of 
conservation of total angular momentum of the photon,
THE SPIF OF THE PEOTW:
Let us denote by ^ the orbital momentum vector, 
defined by: ~ '
The Hamiltonian operator for the photon is given by 
equation (47):
1 ^  : („)
Applying the condition (67) to the components of the orbital 
momentum operator, we find that they are not constants of the 
motion. They could be so if we add to the vector A) another 
vector S , defined by: (X>y)= A ^
( S , ) ^ - A - (4?)
in which case we find that:
> f / 3 -  Sy »(7 ] =  [ S 3 , 77 3 O
The operators C^9)> which are called the spin operators
I
of the photon, have the eigenvalues ±  'k o %
It is clear that these proper values of the spin of the 
photon denote the sum of the spin momenta of the two
•— 2-F"—
constituent particles.
PROPOSED MODIFIGAPIOHS
1. Row, we know the reality property of the electromagnetic 
quantities is fundamental in the theory of light, as it 
represents a physically measurable quantity. The peculiar 
structure of the expressions for the electromagnetic 
quantities, as given by equation (31)* shows that if we 
assume the function <j^ t^o be a hermitian matrix, then the 
Maxwellian quantities in question will be real. Actually 
all the quantities in (5/) will be real in this case with 
the exception ot j try > which are purely
imaginary.
Thus we are going to assume that the state of the 
photon is described by a hermitian matrix 9^, differing from 
De Broglie’s We shall see now that the hermiticity
of %k. has the further advantage that it reduces De Broglie’s 
32 equations of the photons into a system of 16 equations 
only, put in the form of the simple Dirac equation, hut; 
using the matrix 9|(^ for the photon instead of the one 
column matrix function for the electron.
Row, De Broglie’s equations of the photons (/f) can 
be written with the help of equations (u) and (i5) in the 
form:
making use of the fact that is antisymmetric *
— 27-
These can be written simply in the form:
% %  . (1/)
Taking the adjoints of equation (7/) and (72), remembering 
that the oi '/> are hermitian we get
- 4 ? - # 1 - -  c (.,)
1 4^ -f 7t><oCF<.y,^  ^  (74)
How,adding equations (7/ ) to (7f) and (72) to ( 73) 
respectively we get the 2 equations:
ct/n^
Now the fuactiou f  is hermitian, since and
this equation (70 becomes the adjoint of equation (75), which 
can be written as:
“^4-t ■
Now equation (7 7) will be the wave equation of the photon, the 
state of nihich will be described by the hermitian matrix 
function with 16 components. In this way the 52
equations of De Broglie (/f) are reduced to only a system 
of 16 equations (77) for the determination of the 16 
components «
2, The electromagnetic quantities will be defined by 
using Dirac’s matrices and the state function 3^  ^.(It is 
to be noted that the function is of the dimensions of
"density expressions" in Dirac’s theory as it is a quadratic
— 5* 0 -
quantity in Dirac’s wave functions). Thus if we assume 
the operator F to he associated with an electromagnetic 
field quantity, then, we shall define the value of the 
observable electromagnetic quantity F as:
: » F.'f (70
'■ Thus we assume that the electromagnetic quantities
, ^
are associated with the stationary states of the photon 7 ,
and obtain the expression for the value of any field quanti-fcy
; by the double scalar multiplication (D.S.M.) of the
' , ^ corresponding operator by the state eigenfunction as
shown in (7Y).
We mention some of the properties of the double scalar
multiplication process, vhich we use in our calculations:
= 2: 4.,^  = 0 ; /) . (7f)
/>'.6c.Z <3^4 c  = ^ C A , e  = 6C',A cgo\Arr\,/y^fp r ’ V ✓
M  + 6)'.c T: 2: 6; C (g|)
EEECTROmGKBTIG OEERATOBS:
We introduce the four-vector matrix operator 0
■ to represent the four-vector electromagnetic potential 
^ Ayr <9-2-) V ), i.e. f)-^ = - (F2-)
where K is a constant. In analogy with the classical 
theory we define the operators associated with the electric 
and magnetic fields as
- CUovf - — K (Uitl/ ^  . ( F3)
F - ]  CH)
-  (31-
Let us consider the wave equation of the photon and 
its adjoint:
CU'i^-ûL
Multiplying (F's) from left hy=<, , hy the double scalar 
multiplication (D.S.M.), we get, using equation (^ o);
— ^  ;°<| 0<3 + TfyW.C y' /=( , .<-y  ^g-y)
| : » < i X / . c f '  •
Similarly, multiplying (?6) frcm right by <,, by D.S.M, 
we get:
~  V  +  T t y . c  f  o(^  ( ? F )
Adding («7) and (^ %) we get:
f = ,(x^  .' (?9)
From eqiEbion and (^ 9) we deduce that:
f e x ' ) ^ =  K  ^  + h ( X ,  j  =  K  V t y U .  C  F<, e<y, ( 9 0 )
Similarly, hy multiplying equation (^ 5) and (^6) by 
from left and right, and once more doing the same with 0^3 
we get the following operators:
= K  > t  ^ . c  c-Cy ( 9 /  )
a result which has to be e;f/l^ ected, since the density of 
electric moment operators in Dirac*s theory: )
has the dimension# of an electric field intensity
- 32-
To deduce the operators which have to be associated
with the magnetic field intensity, we have:
// = f cmaX  /9 j = - £-Ê.y — _u ài °<_3 , <3 "Cl
Similarly . m ^  - °<z
Multiplying Dirac’s equation (^5) by from left by
D.S.M. we get:
+ -4 X7„c=<^ F<3=<y-.f (9s)
and multiplying the adjoint equation ( g"6) by -<2 -<3 from 
right by D.S.M. we get:
! g-p - <^1 f Î ^ 3 — ^  - '>t /X^ c ‘ )
~ ’• ■t‘^3 Î 'X/<o^  «^2
subtracting ) from (?b) we get:
72^2 :|| -tax^.c f
//^c K ( » < 2 § ^  =  - K X ^ . C  =<2 ■’< 3 ‘K ^  •
Similarly we deduce:
^ )  = 'ci yiAo^
//j 2 K  ^  / o c  c<, '
The operators (9?) and (^ F) are associated in Dirac’s
theory of the electron, with the magnetic moment of the 
electron and their density expressions have the physical 
dimensions of the magnetic field.
The operators (^2), (9o), (9/ ), (9z), (9?) and (9F) 
represent 10 of the 16 matrix operators introduced in 
Dirac 8^ theoiy* The other 6 operators, which define 
non-MaxweIlian quantities are introduced:
I I ~ c< 9 2^ - (99)
- 3 5
In order to determine the values of the observables 
associated with the above 16 operators, when the photon is in 
its stationary state ^  , we have to apply these 16 operators,
4
by D.S.M. on the matrix function 7^ . In doing that we will
‘k
get for these observables the values mentioned in equation 
(31), Thus we see that the Maxwellian quantities have real 
values as should be expected.
We can now deduce the equations (2.Ÿ ), and 9^i>)
for the Maxwellian quantities which go over into Maxwell’s 
electromagnetic equation when
DEDDOTIOE OF THE EQUATIONS OF EEBCTROMAGKETISM;
The wave equation of the photon and its adjoint are 
written as:
 ^ ^  ■^ 3" C°') ,
1. Now, let us multiply equation ('°<’) from left and ('°0 
from right ty D.S.M. by the operator we get, using
the rules of the D.S.M. the following two equations:
1 ^  ; i f  | |  i f  - X/.,cc< ! f  (ks)
Adding ('«z) and ('03) we get:
(M)
- 3 4 -
Subtracting 0^^) from ('®3) we gets 
0 , o( —  yc
By the definitions of the electromagnetic quantities in 
terms of the operators (/^ 4) and (105) can be written in the 
forms
T T  - ^  J c (.06)
and -, r .
£L^=_- (io7)
Similarly by multiplying (100) and (td) from left and right 
respectively by D.S.M. by 1,■=<,°<y-and and then adding
and subtracting in both cases, we get a couple of two 
equations which with ('»6) and (loi) can be written in the 
form:
- c |-p = CmtlX  B  (10'S)
and  ^
yuiLd r^  - —  (tel)
2» Multiplying (100) from left by D.S.M. by ,
we get:
x2Xjo< cx.| : ~ '4 1 z " ' x / « c  (''^ )
cir trx- "} °6 X2X3X, '.f
and multiplying (i®l) from right by D.S.M,ty we gets
t XyW. -.f
Adding ("0) and (ni) we gets
Subtracting (Hi) from (\i^ ) we get:
- x/<.c V f
-  35 -
(l'2) and (113) are the operator-equations of the
electromagnetic equations:
(Â^ r H  - (1/^ )
and _
i à Ta, _ ^  (>V5)
5. Multiplying equation hy x., by D.S.M. from left
we get:
Miltiplying ( "'O by x from left we get:
Adding (Hi) and (n?) we get:
+  x y / . c  \ f  O'?)
Subtracting we deduce: o =. c<^  ; ()i?)
(f/T) and (H?) express the electromagnetic' equations:
= L C ^  H\-'yL^jK£c-^A^
(zW  ^'^1 - O .
Similarly we can deduce the con$)lementaiy of the above two 
equations which thus take the form:
c = (UaTi ^  h f c '^ f i 0 .^0)
4. Multiplying equation (i««) from left and (loi) from 
right by X y by D.S.M. we get:
g + x/ . c \f Ozi)
and
W '  x/.c ; f (113)
—  36
Subtracting (izz-) from (ii3) we get:
0 = X ,Ky ■< 4  "4 ~ 7tyU„ c I '. X C'^ 4)
Adding ('12) and (us) we get:
c : 4^ -c ('^ )^
Equation (ti4) and ('15) express the two electromagnetic 
equations:
dBrE ^ V (;z6)
5« Multiplying (ico) byx^x^ from left and (n»i) by °<2 
from ri^t by D.S.M* we get:
=• —Xg ; 4  + “'2 ' 4 ^ ^  ^
Subtracting we get : 0 = x 3 ; If ^  v f
and adding we get: v ^
which can be written explicitly as the x-components of the 
following two equations:
H  - CmaX  /} (130)
c °7j, — C (l3\)
6. Multiplying (if») by x, , from left and (Id) from right 
by D.S.M. we get:
- 37 -
Adding and subtracting we get:
S-hd X Y  '
0 =
which are the operator equations of the x-component of the 
electromagnetic equations:
^  — ^MLO! \J QsLf)
Cwt^ 6^  c. 6? (ns)
7o Multiplying (loo) and (lo() by the unit matrix by 
D.S.M. we get:
C ■' 4 ^  ^  : If 7^21 +  XyU.CXy: ^  (1.36)
' ’>X + - "Xy.C ; f  ('37)
Adding we get:4Î ‘  ^ '■ 4t
and subtracting we get: ®
cx y. / ■— O
which are equivalent to:
c 4^ f  ^  ^  = (/3-^
039)
8» Multiplying (too) from left smd ('®1) from ri^t by 
D.S.M. byx,X2.x^  we get:
; | f . . ^^ . |r + X , x f
Adding we get:
C°<,XzX3'. _  X 2 X 3  ' . ^ - X , 4 g ' . | f  4 ^  + X / . C  X C 'Vz)
-39-
Subtracting we get:
0
(/4z) can be written as:
; | X  = t'=<jX3: + 4  + ' iy'''
('4$
Thus the tensorial equations of the photon can be written 
in the form:
- 4 If = tujJs , aUB V  Z.0
c F -yt '^ /Xc- ô eàj- £ = -yC/^Xc ^ V
H - Cu/iX ■} F  ^  — -'c ~ ~  — V
■> QjjjJ 
He.
t
cr ~ o
I , -
z
(t3
( 0
o 2 -Z~| 
T a'
5 cT - O 7
r. -D
From the above equations we can deduce for any of the 
electromagnetic quantities, the equation ;
('47)a V_ = - Ç-
where F is any of the above 16 quantities. Equation ('49)
K-39-
is clear, as each of the electromagnetic quantities is 
formed by linear combinations .of the "f which obey 
the wave equations.
PLANE-WAVE SOLUTION:
The energy of material particles of all kinds is 
described by means of exponentials, and we would like to 
regard the energy of the photon in the same way. It is 
then natural to regard the wave function of the photon ^being 
Hermitian- as the superposition of two plane waves, one with 
positive energy and momentum, and the other with negative.
Thus let us put:
1^ '  ^ - c ' C k c t - K k
t k  ^ -h ( / 9 5 )
where ^  and are given by : 
c' CkcX—
 ^4 =  4
In the above equations the constants couplex.
Now let us substitute in the wave equation of the photon 
for Y by equation 09-6), in vhich case the resulting 
equation will be the superposition of the following two 
equations:
=°<| 4 ^  -+°<3^ t-X/<cC(=<y.-y’ ('4f)
and
Consider the first equation (/4Y) and put for cp •
C C k c k -  .7^ 3
^ (/JO)
-  4-0 —
V'/e get as the condition for the existence of such a 
solution {\5o) 1b \
Let us consider the case when the wave travels 
along the z-axis, introducing the notation; ./ kef - I*-. /y j.
?k
OS I)
A  = /e
M,C- <p ' VI ###» AJ ^
(152/
then we shall get for the values of the constants Ci ,, :
 ^n
M
A
^ 3
^31= - ^3 a ^/3 ^
_a Z
A  ^
^
0 (>53)
^ 3 i '
3 0-11^-=.
where , C , and are four arbitrary complex constants.
It can he shovm. that equation 0^9} for 
is also satisfied hy the same values for the coefficients (153).
Using the equations (J/ ) in order to determine the 
magnitude of the electromagnetic quantities associated with 
the plane wave of the photon we get;
if/—
fix  ~  ^  Is  I p  J
/ ? y =  k K  £ C c ^ - t c , ) r  -  C C ^ . - ^ A ' * ) P ]
^  A f j P  ■#“ 6^3 ~ t C - C ) F )J
V =  2K ^  p C j tc^)F-f- c C ^  +  c%)Fj
^ = - A ( ^ | . i i f [ f C z - c , ) F  -  c i - c ' , 3 F ]  
E y =  ^  [Cct-f-c, ) F  4- C C z  + C ) ) F ]
F j  =  + C y j  F  —  (
A ^  =  - i ^ K M [ ( C i . - t c , j F  +  ( c A y -  c j ) P j  
_ 2 ^ £ t ' ^ . M p ' ^ j . ~ z , ) P  — (.c^—  c î l P j
Hr  =  O
()5-f)
We notice that the magnetic field is transverse while
the electric field is nearly so, as the longitudinal component
is proportional to which is extremely small*
v/e also notice that the non-illaxwe 1 lian quantities
depend on (C ^  - C. y ) while the longitudinal Maxwellian
quantities, such as A and E , depend on (G + G )*
3  ^  ^ 4
—THE GtSKERALIZED MAXWBIL’8 TENSOR.
In the Maxwellian electromagnetic theory, a four­
dimensional symmetrical tensor j* c i, 2, 3, 4-)
of the second order exists which mi^t he called the 
energy-momentum tensor of the photon. The ^ ace-time part
of this tensor ( ) represents ^  Poynting
flux while the pure time part ( ) represents the
energy density of the field. The pure space part is 
identical with the Maxwell stress tensor. This tensor 
satisfies the following conservation formula in the case 
of the pure radiation field:
W;' = 0 055)
If we now consider a volume V in which a pure radiation 
field exists with no electric charges inside, and if 
pn the boundary ; V • - 0 , then it can be
proved that:
^  j "Component of a four vector, (157) 
where dT is the volume element in the ordinary 3 
dimensional space.
De Broglie defined the tensor in the following way
i- '
(b) âi-±É±- f 0^^
(c) '^ ‘^4 = yU,
Using Gehenian’s equations, (*59 b ) and ( 15 9 c. ) 
can be expressed as:
/
-4J-
= lel^ y iXl^ -t (159)
In equations (<5? ) we notice that f  is the wave 
function of the photon representing the initial state 
and is its complex conjugate, i.e. the annihilation 
state is not included in this expression. Moreover, 
we also notice that the expression (/5^c) for the energy 
density /i is constant and not an oscillating quantity 
like the square of a sine function in the usual Maxwellian 
theory.
In accordance with the notation of this paper let us 
define the Maxwell tensor n by the formulae:
A v  = C-.t ' x. f )
/i,v f j  
C A  : f )
If we now introduce the matrices with the following
properties:
A  = -  »<t- ^  «-'r I, Z, 3 .
* \
Equations (/é<>)» (/^/ ) and (/6z) can be put in the form:
A y  = Û : ^  0)
which shows clearly the symmetrical properties of the tensor.
To see the analogy between the tensor and the
classical Maxwell tensor, let us calculate the following 
components * We find, using the inverse
equations of Geheniau for the values of in
terms of the electromagnetic field quantities,
A . -
ands
/f / V//?/ % ^ [ t r i  V  V ‘j + { 4  /. ‘3 
^  ^ ^ (16$)
where ct" is the vector (<=7 ^  3 cx^  3
. la passing to the limit when _/*»■-* o , or neglecting
-2_
the quantities of the second order containing j^o we get 
the classical Maxwellian quantities» We may notice here 
that the expression for the energy density /^ t+y. as 
given by equation (U%,) is an oscillating quantity, since 
E and H are real quantities. This is exactly as in the 
Maxwellian theory.
Now, let us consider the wave equation of the photon 
and its adjoint:
'if ' ^
-45
Multiplying from the left by e>i ^ , by double
scalar multiplication, we get,
= ,'<7^,^-^---- H ----f yCy^.c<^rf
Similarly multiplying (/ytf) by 'f' from the right ard 
by oij from left we get:
(If^ )  cf.'°<«/f • (nz)
Adding 071) and ((72) we get:
&  K f  ) + ^  ( X . f . ' <  r) = o ('73) ,
which can be written in the form:
r ^
2_ >7<.- 3 f = I, 3 , y. ((7f)
a=(,
(174) corresponds to the classical formulas of the 
conservation of electromagnetic energy and momentum in 
Maxwell’s theory,
Us)
NOEMALIZATION OF THE PIARB WAVES:
In the classical theory it was shown that, if we 
consider a region of space in which the field is different 
from zero, and assume that the field vanishes outside it, 
i.e, if
C  = .
* (ns)
and 3^  ‘■'K ~  ^ on the boundary
then [ Ü T  = ^ ^  component of a 4—vector 
I 4k
-4-^-
which is the energy momentum tensoro For a plane 
monochromatic wave by equating the total energy in the 
field to the energy of the photon,
i.e.  ^ Ü17)
lir Calculating the value of ^  for a plane
monochromatic wave, we get a term that oscillates with a 
frequency zY about an average .value exactly similar to 
the expression for the real energy density in theblassical 
theory. This oscillating term vanishes after integration 
and we gets  ^ ^
yMC _ _ a T ^ q  (/7g)
where OX is the volume in which the radiation is contained, 
and which is supposed to be very large with respect to 
the wave length of the light waves#
^  c  =
We can specify this normalization better by considering 
separately the two transverse waves polarized along ox. 
and 0^ and the longitudinal wave, as was done by de Broglie 
in the following way;
lo A transverse wave with the electric vibration along ox : 
To represent this wave let the transverse components be 
^7c and l^ y , all other components vanishing# Reference 
to equations (15^) page (^ /) shows that the representation 
can be made by placing:
-  47-
The electromagnetic potential is;
+ < P " )
^ V O (!$C)
Assuming now the value f o r  K  , which will be
deduced later, we get:
W h e r e  c^ct- É.-ri , _ -cCkc^-tt. (iFf)
p  = e. p  =  e
To normalize this equation we use the relations:
9
0?2.)/«/.efeoT
Thus ■ = t / M r ( P  + P  ^ CRa)
if <2, is placed equal to - ^
2* A transverse wave with the electric vibration along o'i : 
In this case we put c^=s =■ o  ^ e,= <2^  obtaining
p  - <2/p"3 (<?5)
=  V  -  O
Taking for /<2,/ the value 0^4), equation (1^ 5) becomes;
- 7 , p'J
(/F6)
The abve normalized equation ()?6) can be written, neglecting 
a phase factor;
^ r - 1/ &  ( p  p' )
(1^ 7)
/ ? j  -  V  -  Û
— 4?-
Prom equations (/?3) and introducing the unit
vector ft- which defines the direction of polarization 
of the vector potential, we get for the normalized value 
of the potential:
p ' )  ( % )
5, Longitudinal wave:
Let us consider the case in which the electrical 
intensity is along the direction of propagation o g , and 
in which there are no other components. The formulae 
on page (4|) show that the representation of this case can 
he made by placing:
r C ? C ^  = Cy.
Thus we get : , ,  ^ ,
Prom equation ((79) above we deduce:
Ir
' ib/oCh. nr
= ( F +  P-)
(P P') (IS,)
with /)  ^ ^  Y ^  ^
The Interaction of an electron with radiation';
Dirac*s equation for a free electron runs as follows:
— 4^ Y—
Introducing the operators:
= ^ 0^1) 
Equation (i9o) becomes;
C ^  ^  (172)
If the Dirac electron is under the influence of an 
electromagnetic field defined by the potentials ),
then the v/ave equation is derived iy replacing vt/^ and 
-ji in (Iti) by the operators:» Op
 ^f  ir ^  on)
and thus the wave equation becomes:
which can be written as:
f  0  = // /% ('%)
where the Dirac Hamiltonian H is given by:
//= ^ [ V +  (,7;)
and where )( = _tlV\
In this equation the terms independent of form the 
Dirac Hamiltonian in the absence of the field. The terms
_ < [V + /)] 047)
are the interaction terms between the electron and the 
radiation field as they contain terms belonging to both sides.
If we like to consider transverse radiations only, we 
can choose the aâsitraiy constants as in 0$i) in which case
— 5o -
the interaction terms become: // = - (197)
as V and vanish and /f is given by equation (l?7)
Now, according to the perturbation theory, the
interaction potential H  between the electron and the
photon (radiation field) will cause a transition of the 
electron from one energy state A to another one B with the 
emission or absorption of one photon»
In the expression of the perturbing potential (/??)
we have to insert the expression Oît) for the vector 
potential, when dealing with transverse waves. This 
expression being real is expressed in terms of the
exponentials: t  t) ^c'Chct- k
C c
(26)
The correspondence principle, when applied to the
quantum theory of radiation, as was done by Klein, shows
that in the real expression of the electromagnetic
quantities concerned with the interaction phenomena, the 
-zir<-yt~
part with 6 corresponds to the emission of
photons while the part with & corresponds
to the inverse process of absorption. Thus from the 
expression X  =■ ^  (c' ^'^4 C  ^. )
we get for the transition of the electron from the state A 
to the state B, with the emission of one photon the
—  5 h
while we get for the absorption transition:
^ A  (-)
Let us calculate the matrix element corresponding 
to the emission transition:
The electron in the state A has the wave function:
t O'^’O
and in the state B has the wave function:
where and lAg are the amplitudes of the proper functions 
in the corresponding stationary states. Thus the matrix 
element of H ' corresponding to the transition from the 
state A to B with the emission of a photon can be written 
in the form:
It should be mentioned here that the electromagnetic 
field at a point of space acts on the electric charge 
(electron) which exists at the dame point of space.
Thus ft is the same in both parts of the integrand 
of g Y . Substituting for or^ ^  in (z«3),
we get:
c e ^  (2o4)
The expression (2.09 is independent of the choice. of axes 
as it is a scalar product.
- 5â-
Now for either emission or absorption phenomena we 
have a continuous spectrum for either the initial or the 
final state. In accordance with the quantum theory the 
conservation of energy is ensured during transitions
when A  " ~ (205)
i.e. >(/ = -fcCS'
which is Bohr’s frequency condition.
Thus we get: -
where <K^  represents the component of the matrix vector
^  in the direction of polarization of the light quantum.
The matrix element of /K corresponding to the absorption
transition can be similarly deduced:
it )r ,----- r X -c'Chj'ftj
(zrf?)
Equations (2®7) and (2 o'?) are similar to those deduced, in 
the quantum theory of radiation ( ) and can
be applied to different processes.
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Part ii,
GHAPTFR I
From the previous work we notioed that, the
assumption that the wave function of the photon f  is
hermitian has given rise to the reality property of the
electromagnetic field quantities, and has simplified the
form of the wave equation of the photon*
Moreover, it is clear from this work (pages
and 2 ^  , that the wave function is the superposition
-/■
of two wave functions and é  ^ , where the first is deU'k Uk
Broglie’s wave function*
1, The plane wave associated with the photon is:
-j- t'CkcJt-- X  l?') f  ^ c ' C k c t —  . T )
I,,= "  , 1,
wlxioh is the superposition of the following two plane
where represents the motion of a particle with
positive energy and momentum and 5  represents the 
motion of another with both negative. But in both cases 
the corpuscular velocity of the particles asæciated with 
these two waves .(i.e* the group velocity) is the same and 
is given by:
■>- =  l y  (»,
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2. Considering now the general case of a wave
function formed by the superposition of plane monochromatic 
waves, then the 16 components of the wave functions are 
expressed by Fourier integrals in the form:
is I:*) ^
(4)
(5)
(6)
Thus the two components ^  and )^ ^^of the wave function of 
the photon are expressed in terns of positive and negative 
energy and momentum exponentials respectively.
3, From (l) and (4) we notice that negative energy
expressions take part in the present development of the 
theory of the photon. In de Broglie’s theory, the photon 
is regarded as a complex particle with positive energy and 
momentum. Thus in that case, the plane wave associated with 
the photon is:
rf/ec/'— }t^^)
ts = ^ (71
On the other hand in the present work the plane
wave associated with the photon, being hermitian, is ex­
pressed by equation (l), which is the superposition of .
two plane waves with different energies. Thus we may
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think of the wave function of the photon as superposition
of two states represented by the wave function <=5 with 
positive energy and momentum and with both negative,i.e:
t* = is il  ^ (8)
The wave equation of the photon and its adjoint 
oan be written in the form:
which oan be considered as the superposition of the two 
systems of wave equations:
{lO^J
and
,11)
,,,1,
The first set (10, 10^) can be considered as describing the 
positive energy state of the photon, while the second des­
cribes its negative energy state.
The consistency of the set (11, 11^) with (l0,10^) 
is clear, as (11^) and (ll) are simply the hermitian conjugate 
of (10) and (10^).
-5 é > -
These two sets were consiclered before, in the 
derivation of the wave equation of the photon from de Broglie’s 
set of equations which is equivalent to the set (10, 10^),
That the electromagnetic field quantities are the 
supeip)0 8ition of two states of opposite energies is clear 
from their reality property. The dissocation into these two 
states in the form of exponentials was done by Darwin who 
wrote in 1932:
"It would seem natural to regard the wave function 
of the photon, being real, as the superposition of two waves, 
one with positive energy and momentum, and the other with 
both negative. In the case of the electron, Dirac has 
excluded the negative energy electrons with the help of the 
exclusion principle. We cannot apply the same idea here 
because of the different statistics of the photons. It might 
be thought that we are increasing the troubles of the quantum 
theory by introducing a new case of negative energy, but it 
is usually found that the best hope of re solving a deep 
difficulty is to extend its applications as widely as poss­
ible."
Darwin simply excluded the negative energy part 
and considered only the positive one. The same process has 
been adopted by other workers who developed the theory of 
radiation interaction, the principle of second quantization 
and the commutation relations of the electromagnetic field 
quantities.
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Negative energy states play a fundamental role in 
the relativistio quantum theory* In the applications of 
Dirac’s wave equation to the theory of the Compton effect, 
use has been made of the negative energy states as inter­
mediate states. The results of the theory (Klein-Nishina
LW
formula) were found to be in very good agreement with experi­
ment up to energies of at least 10 m c^. If we had only 
taken intermediate states with positive energy, we should 
have obtained a formula for the Compton scattering deviating 
largely from the Klein-Nishina formula, and the agreement 
with the experiments would have been destroyed. The nega­
tive energy states thus form a necessary part of the present 
theory of radiation phenomena* Then we expect that, as the 
present quantum theory is successful in the low energy domain, 
the negative energy states must have some physical meaning.
4* One advantage of rejecting one of the energy
states exponentials (the negative energy part) and considering 
the other (the positive) is that the field quantities will be 
comparable to the complex vjave function of the electron in 
the quantum theory. In this case expressions, quadratic 
in the field quantities, will be constant in time and a 
quantum mechanics for the photon, similar to that of the 
electron can be developed.
Let us consider, as an example, the density 
expression for the average value of the operator F. This
- 5F-
is defined, to be:
(121
As f is asi^med to be hermitian, (is) becomes:
,13,
Substituting for ^  its value for the plane wave, we find that 
the resulting expression contains an oscillating term. This 
is also evident from the expressions of the components of the 
Maxwell electromagnetic tensor, defined by equations ( )  
on page (^4),
This indicates that Hermitian wave functions can 
describe field quantities but are not suitable for the 
definition of corpuscular quantities.
5. Another reason for this un suitability .is the
following:
In the ordinary quantum mechanics the o p e r a t o r  : ^
is associated with the x - component of the momentum as is
clear from the case of the plane wave:
c'Ckct- ) 
t  = (13)
where k = and ^  = f /t; (14)
since we have:
iLKdr- t-t)
~ \  - _ (15)
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Thus is the proper value of the momentum operator 6/^  ^  
belonging to the plane wave (13).
Let us now consider the hermitian plane wave, 
associated with our photon:
t'k ^ -h ^
(16)
A  -  & tk ~ ^  t\)
^  i . t k  (17)
Thus we see that the operator tk
cannot be associated with the momentum as usual, for that 
representation of By adopting Dan^vin ' s idea of
separating the two superposed parts, we can still retain the 
property of the momentum operator, exactly as in the case 
of tne electron.
That has been done by most quantum physicists and 
the definition of the momentum operator is retained. . As an 
example we refer "Co Pauli’s article on the quantization of 
the radiation field.
6. It might be mentioned here that in 1930, V.Fock
suggested putting Maxwell’s equations:
_ Cdoi y f A ^  ~ Q
CuJiIg + ~
in the form:
—  Gô —
where )-(' is the operator ;
d
and ^
in which case the operator —  ^  is supposed to have no 
meaning. But this theory was not extended any further.
Almost all other theories are developed on the 
same lines as those for the electron.
Part ii.
CEAPTEE II
1. Let us now consider the following two sets of
equations which were dealt with before :
^ ^  If ^
and
-I" ■+ ^ 3 * ^
= % ± A , +  % % +
(19)
-  )Z ""r 3^ -^ 3
We shall consider the equations (18) as describing 
the positive energy photon and the equations (l9) as descri­
bing the negative energy one.
We sliall associate with each of these two states, 
electromagnetic quantities defined by the double scalar 
multiplication of the Dirac . «K -operators and the respective 
wave functions ^  and 4^  ^ , as:
( y  3 V ) = c ^ . ’ 4  . i (20)
(21)
and similarly with the other operators which were associated 
with the electromagnetic quantities in the first part of this 
work. It is easy to see that, by the superposition of the 
corresponding quantities from the systems (20) and (21), we 
get our original expressions which gave rise to the reality 
property of the Maxwellian quantities# For instance we
—  ù o i-
see that:
A fl ^ ^  = c^ '• Ÿ  ( 22 )
From the definitions (20), (El) and the two sets 
of equations (18), (19) we can deduce the Maxwell’s equations 
for the two types of fields belonging to the states 4^ and .
This may justify the use of complex quantities for 
the quantum theory of radiation and the assumption that 
Maxwell’s equations are satisfied by these complex field 
quantities. It gives a physical picture to that method which 
was derived from the correspondence principle, and supported 
by more studies 'of. the nature of the radiation phenomena.
2, We have shown that while the hermitian wave 
function ^  was suitable for the field description of the 
photon , the constituent wave functions 4  8,nd 4^ are 
convenient for the corpuscular description. Using the 
wave functions 4" and 4  the momentum operator tt
can still retain its meaning. Hence the spin operators 
can be deduced, in a similar way to that used for the elec­
tron in Dirac’s theory. The spin of the photon is of 
fundamental importance for the explanation of the properties 
of polarization.
3, We shall now proceed to deduce the Hamiltonian 
operators for both the photons ép and . It is clear 
from equations (18) and (19) that the HamiltonIan operator
will be the same for the two states, as the two sets are 
exactly similar, apart from the wave functions. The 
equations (18) for 4 * give, by adding them together:
(23)
where for convenience, the following notation is used: 
f °<xO f rr _ F" f
V 2 T  -  2 (24)
Equation (23) can be written as:
1-
X  r  (25)
where the Hamiltonian operator . X( is given by:
ÿ:= £^1i!=L±oîÛ (26)
(26) is clearly also the Hamiltonian deduced from the set of 
equations (19) for the state 4 ^  * This can be seen by 
adding the two equations (19) from which we get:
. H- - - ' -4- - 0 0<^  ^4^ )
Thus we see that the operator X  represents
the two states ^  and 4^ . These are the two energy states 
of the photon whose Hamiltonian is (26).
4. In wjorking out with the Hamiltonian (25) we meet
two kinds of operations, the first one given by the operator 
0 , where the operator stands on the left of the operand
as in the usual Dirac’s theory. The other kind of operation
— (>4
is given by the operator o o<, , whioh, when acting on the 
function 4  * Q-cts on it from right, i.e. Co<^ \)<p =  x | 
This type of operator has different properties from the 
previous type; e.g.:
0 ^   ^ ^  d ) =  0
0 x(^ 0 oCy ^ J cXy cX ^ r=. ~  c< u' f 28 )
As regards the mixed operations, we have:
0 a: 0 o<^ = O Q r= o<^. (29)
i.e. the mixed operators commute.
Actually the first type of operators corresponds 
to de Broglie’s matrix operators A and the second to the 
matrices B, and their commutation relations which corres­
pond to those above mentioned, are expressed by equations 
(/3 ) page (/^  ).
5. From the form of the wave equation (23) it might
be suggested that the field operators should be defined 
using operators similar to ^ , etc instead of the
simple ones. Because of the properties of the double 
scalar operations, we find that the two definitions are the 
same, as can be seen from the following:
i C'^ fO H-o 4 ^ = 4  f  ^''=<4 j
= '■ ^  (30)
— 5 —
THE SPIN OF THE PHOTON
6# Proceeding along the same lines as in Dirac’s
theory, we can show that constants of the motion can be 
defined as those quantities which commute with the Hamil­
tonian of the system (25). It can be proved that the 
components of the orbital momentum:
=  ^ ' ■ (31)
of the photon do not commute with Hoÿ*
We can obtain a constant of the motion for the 
photon if we add to the orbital momentum vector M , the 
vector 5 T'vith components;
^  z ^  f
(^5^) _  . fL «, ‘<•■,0 +  0 ot'r^ K I (32)
since then we find that:
f ^ t ^ J ^ 1 ^  ^
as can be easily shown taking into account equations (28) 
and (29)# Hop is the operator given by equation (25).
The operators (32) are those associated with the components 
of the spin angular momentum and have the proper values ±/ 
and zero.
It is known that if Sy and are the spin 
operators for a particle of spin 1, -1 and zero, then we
m
must have the following relations:
3 . z
St* ^  ^ S ^ .
=• ^ (33)
-  (fG
Using the properties (28) and (29) it can be easily shown 
that the operators (32) satisfy equations (33),
Is an illustration we shall show the following:
/ \ 
i t" 2. ^  "2.<X g 0 iX 2 —
5
A  •^ ('^ z°<3C>-f*0 c><2 — l )
- 3 O -  O o(3 0 <^ )
- ^  • -t o 4»<3o72 )— Sx_ (34)
Similarly the other equations can be verified.
Let us now examine, in particular, the operator 
^  ; defined by equation (32); we have:
0 t, 0=  t"
o'-2/ /i5
O (fLm O (j>
~ t/ ® ' tf-3 0
(35)
Erom which we see that the component^ '
<4> d> 4> cj* correspond to the value zero of the 
m  fgy 3^» ^
^in ; the four componentsj^ ,
valuB^ and the components^ <i> ch > '•'bef2. /;y. '3^
valiW^ *
— ^7—
The explanation of the polarization phenomena is 
based on the spin properties of the components of the wave 
function of the photon ( 4* ), and is developed by de Broglie. 
The explanation is completely satisfactory and we assume 
that it ôPRies here to both the states 4 8,nd 4^  . For 
that explanation we refer to de Broglie’s book "La Lumiere, 
Heiman 1940, pages 168-172"•
—  6
CHAPTER III
QUADRATIC QUANTITIES M B  THE NQBlvIALIEATIQN OF THE
HJHCTIOM :
1. We shall now oonsider the state 4* , knowing that
similar treatments oan be applied to the wave function 4^  .
r—  ^ K
We know that the quantity / 4  ' T does not transform
like the fourth component of a vector but rather like the 
pure time component of a tensor of the second rank.
How, to the state 4 , we can ascribe two energy- 
momentum tensors similar to those introduced by de Broglie, 
the first is the Maxwell electromagnetic field tensor while 
the second is the corpuscular tensor introduced in Dirac's 
theory. The Maxwell field tensor is defined by:
= -y. >=<.• • f
(36)
As on the first part page (96), we ^all put:
(37)
I.e.
or
{ c j > - t ~  ( (38)
% ]  ^ (31)
W
How denoting by/the operator -j. , we
't )
—  —
notice:
We. = /X"/ e
• ^ ‘-ri rCM-cT-X'^3
^ ^ ^ ik ^
F r o m  (39) equation (38) becomes:
^  I  (40)
This will be our normalizing equation for the wave function
• The operator W and the similar operator ■ were
introduced in the quantum theory of the electromagnetic
(33) c^j
field as was suggested by Frenkel, Pauli-Heisenberg, Landau
- Peierls. The reason for the use of the operator W here 
while \ T ^  was used by Peierls, is that in de Broglie's 
theory of the photon the quantities k  and / T / are diff­
erent from each other because of the existence of a rest 
mass for the photon* They are related to each other by 
the equation:
^ =  / - r / V ^ :  ui)
It is clear that the expression:
A/eC L  ci
e  =  ^  ^  W  ^  (42)
is the fourth component of a four-vector, since from 
equation (36) the quantity ^  ^  is the pure time
component of a tensor of the second rank and V/ is the 
fourth component of a vector.
-  —
The operator must be taken into account, 
when defining the density expressions of the corpuscular 
quantities. As an example the momentum of the photon in 
the state , will be represented by:
r- = 4^  cfT
i.e.
(43)
which can be compared with the correponding expression
C3f)
given by Pauli:
(44)
(351
E, how, in Dirac's theory of the electron, an energy-
momentum tensor is defined for the electron in the following 
way:
, (46)
^7^ represents the energy density associated with the 
wave 'f , the three X >  components represent the density 
of the energy flux while the X y  ( ‘•'> J ~  ^ ^ ^ ) repre­
sent the density of flux of the three components of momentum 
along the three axes.
In the absence of external fields the components
(45) satisfy the conservation equation:
“” 7/ —
àJ
The tensor (45) is based on the definition of the energy 
momentum operators:
J
and
r ~ Cc^ , ) = -(^ <3  ^ (47)
The components of the tensor (45) are formed by taking the 
density expressions of the product of the operators (46) and 
(47) e.g. ) f  , neglecting the constants.
The term f'^  is added to make the expression
symmetrical and the complex conjugate of these two terms are 
added to make the expression real.
This tensor is defined in de Broglie's theory as:
'^1 ïr " U 2 2 T:jh,2,3l
2 >*c- 2 ^148)
X ,  ' % .  = - [+■ ^
2. ^ 2 .  J
^4^ 2t * L Z z ^  j
The operator ê±îÊy^ is added because of the normalization
2.
process.
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In our case the normalization operator is Æ &
xw
and thus the corpuscular energy momentum tensor will be 
defined as:
-C - #
As we see, the tensor is the same as that of the 
electron apart from the factor ^  which is intro­
duced for the purpose of normalization. From the wave
equation
c ■+*'^  3 ^  +>V^oC 0<t^cf} . (50)
and its adjoint
X S 4 *  - <51*
c "STr - r^-TL ' 'ol  ^
we can deduce the conservation formulae for the components
of the tensor (49).
The two quantities 4.4 and are the express­
ions for the energy density in the two tensors, introduced 
above. It is important to show now that they are equivalent. 
Let us test this for the case of the plane monochromatic
ai = ^ u d (52)77 .^ «
we find that
73
and
(54)
From (5 3 ) and (54) we see the equivalence of the value of 
the energy density for the plane wave (5%),
f/».
- 7 4 -
As an example to ^ow the formalism of the present 
theory and to justify the use of the equation:
[ H . F ] .  0
for the constant of motion F , let us consider the two 
equations:
= *« + “*2 ■ (5^ )
and ,
 ^ (57)
which can be written as:
| ^ - = ÿ  ^  T(. //,f ^  ^
• = K- ^ ^ j (52)
where ^  f ^  ^  ac  ^ (5?)
and
and H  = ^  . -^ -..-h x.yu,c I )
The operator F may for example be the momentum 
or energy operator, or composed of the-operators , which 
may be put in the way in which the (X -operators are intro­
duced in equation Let us assume that this operator
F is independent of time, and consider our wave functions 
to be a system of plane waves ^ C k )  *
- 1 5 -
Bow:
af “ (^ 3)
.*. Equation (^ 2.) becomes:
(l>5)
Sinoe the operators //, , M 2, and M are hermitlan,
we have from the definition of a hermitian operator
/
C-^f')dr =  ^CH-4‘f  r
. . we have from equation ((^-5) :
i.e. \ l $ \ p ) [ F H - t ^ F ] ^ § ( t ) o l r  = o ("7)
If F is a constant of the motion, equation ((»7) is 
zero for every wave k and This means that all the
matrix elements belonging to the operator =
are zero whatever wave functions ^  and are used.
Thus the operator itself: ( F H  — H F ) must be zero*
[^) //] - 0 (62)
which is used for the derivation of the operators associated 
with the spin momentum.
Thus we see that the use of the operator ^  for the 
purpose of normalization has simplified the formalism, more 
simply than the use of the operators and B on p.(2é).
- 7^-
O IIAPTER IV
i37)
TEE SB30BD ^MTIZATIOU IB TE2 TEEOBY OF THE PHQTOB:
1. For electrons the theory of second quantization
expresses their corpuscular character, i.e., the fact that 
we have always complete numbers of them. In order to prove 
the same fact for the photon we have to subject either one
-j-
of the wave functions (= Ÿrk) or to second
quantization. As both methods are equivalent we shall 
quantize the wave function from which we shall deduce
the integral property for the photons associated with it.
We ^all proceed to develop the wave function in terms 
of plane waves and then assume non-commutation relations 
between the coefficients and their conjugates, i.e. trans- • 
form these coefficients into operators.
Let us consider a plane monochromatic wave whose 
components are expressed in terms of the four constants . 
The normalization equation i^O) can be expressed in the form:
( />
where is given by: /^ i /
- ^  V
( 7 0 )
Sinoe for the plane wave, we have:
, y  ( 7 / )
• •  ^  4  z:A*-
where
If we put :
-77-
A = k +
^ -k
(72)
we get;
Ç  6' b,- (73)
These quantities, should he subjected to
the commutation conditions. Since the photons obey the 
Bose-Einstein statistics, we must have:
[K- ) bj] = - j
(714
Other quantities commute with each other, i.e.
[b,.,bi ]  =  [hi , b\ ] =  (yg)
Equations (7^) express the second quantization of the 
plane monochromatic wave:
Consider the general case of the wave ^  
formed by the superposition of plane monochromatic waves; 
the 16 components of ^ a r e  expressed by Fourin integral 
of the form:
r ‘■■(kch-
^ ^  ‘^ X  (77)
the are expressed linearly in terms of the four
constants ^^./^jand then we have the normalization formula:
A / b , c n / v r  ,,5,
J t‘=. (
- l ï -
the are related to the ) in the same way as
above. It was shown in the second quantization of
Dirac's theory that the two quantities and kS(k-k')
are relativistic invariants. From the above equation we 
notice that is an invariant and thus we can
put our commutation relations in the form:
(79)
Thus: t
[ c l c k'Ù ,c, ro ] =-JA7Zh ^
i
~ {^ O)
where R denotes the correponding constant. Also we have:
c —  n ‘ j
C represents a/ photons of positive
(25)
2. How, let us assume that the plane wave
t'Ckct it ■^ "3
energy, thus from our normalization formula:
A /
Denoting by />) the number of particles per unit 
volume in the beam represented by the plane wave we get:
= V  ^  (23)V i-,
If vi/e now define:
^  ^  = ^ ' ^ ( 6 ^ . -  6_U ( *4)
then we get:
4 ?( = ' |Cb, b|- - b.bj' + k'.k, - b'b'j
= ‘ j  =.-<■<: s,..'
Also:
• =  f b.b;)
-^ l) using the oommutation relations.
(26)
Using equation ( 2 3 ) ,  we get , .
C ZyjT) -h l) 
z - C'y) -h ^ ) A y
k-j which shows that the quantities and y. , defined by (%4j 
are the coordinate and momenta of a simple harmonic
Kh'f' o<
oscillator with unit mass and orbital frequency y .
3. Tîie commutation relations (%#) and ( S/) will
enable us to deduce the commutation relations for the 
electromagnetic field quantities. Let us consider a plane
monochromatic wave (with positive energy) with the propa-
/ / /
gation vector k along the J axis of the coordinate
/ / /
system  ^J . Denoting by the symbol P the 
exponential k *  ^ can deduce from
^0-
Ju^kâXuryi/i Cf>‘4^ l) a U  CjjjM^ydXle^ OJ^tke-CcoXZ^
With the plane wave:
(?F)
as follows; /?, =  ^ I f ^  CC^~c,)T
By = / Æ Ï }  + c, jp=
7^<^^3+ c,)p 
/?.f -- V = 2 \ | ! ^ c c 3  + c,3p' (H)
From these expressions we deduce the following
commutation relations between the electromagnetic 
quantities associated with the above mentioned plane 
wave:
7L', }  i ^  } J  ~  È /  / ^  C    feT" }  (9û)
i  ^ ) j ^ C),f' 3 jz 3/^ at /Vt4/Ul
L V (*'■>•. <  A )  j • - ^ | r | s ( t - T ? 0
(41)
F/ —
The commutation relations {9o) just as ( 9/ )
are only valid in the coordinate system (x»y»z*) where 
/
coincides with the direction of the propagation 
vector k • This is a special case and we must 
translate these equations into any system of rectangular 
coordinates
Performing these transformations we get the 
following commutation relations which are valid in any 
c0ordinat e syst em:
i m )
[<(/>,
with - 13 z , 3
These are the fundamental relations of commutation 
between the components of the four-vector potential in the 
quantum theory of the photon.
C3V
Using the fact that the two expressions:
^  and K'' - k^)
/?
are relativistically invariant, we can deduce the 
relativistic invariance of the commutation relations ( )
Bow, starting from the commutation relations ( ^ oi), 
it is easy to deduce the commutation relations between
—components of the potential and of the field or between 
two field components. As an example, let us consider 
the commutation relations between the components of ,
Ck) and those of F  C k) ^
For a plane wave, we have:
 ^ + (93)
Multiplying the first equation of (%) by -^ I'k and 
the second by i^'k^ and adding we get:
u r - î l  (9f)
The commutation relations [9ÿ.) and [99-) are 
expressed between the "spectral" components of the field,
i.e., between the coefficients of the Fourier develop­
ment. We can easily deduce the cornmutation relations 
between the local (spatial) components of the electromagnetic 
fields at each point.
Consider the Fourier developments of the electro­
magnetic quantities in the form:
liku- r f j
and similar expressions for the other quantities, we
- ^ 3 —
find that:
VA
<r" 3
c (9^ 3
Similarly: r/ /  ^ ^ i
[KcX'y.£j(^)] = ^3UX{cik[BPP),E^{:k)Jt-  ^  ^'
Ï&zt
' = — SiY Sfo^-'^O (97)
Similarly for all the other commutation relations. Bow,
let us apply to the relation (77) the operation^ ^  , we
"F/
get:
(981
In the quantum theory of the electromagnetic field 
of Heisenberg and Pauli, a relation similar to (9S) was 
deduced. According to Maxwell* s theory, we have dvj-SC^)^o 
in the absence of charges, from which equation (9 ^  )lead's
to a contracLiction, as it becomes:
O] = - I t  w )
Heisenberg and Pauli tried to solve this difficulty by 
introducing, in the classical Maxwellian equations, a 
very small teym, in which case Maxwell* s equations become 
the lindting form of the equations containing the 
supplementary term. This is exactly what we have found 
in de Broglie*s theory of the photon, which adds to 
Maxv/ell*s equations a small term proportional )
At the limit when o get Maxwell* s equations.
In de Broglie*s theory of the photen (i.e. with 
rest mass) v/e have:
dw- B = (I"*)
Thus equation [9ï) becomes:
CrT ') , 2-Jt^CyL- ^ ^ C ° 0
which is the same as equation (96) found above.
This is a remarkable point in favour of the present 
theory of attributing a small rest mass to the photon.
Finally let us deduce the commutation relations 
between the components of 6 and H • , We have:
Thus from the relations (9 7 ) we deduce that:
0, E,. (p) ]  ^^  c®3)
where k denote permutations of the numbers 1,2,3.
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(32)
THE SBCOro Q,UAHTIZATIOH AHD THIS RADI ATI OH lETBEACTIOE.
In the theory of radiation interaction developed 
in part 1, we have considered the interaction between a 
single electron and one photon. As photons obey both
Einstein statistics, we can have more than one photon 
in one state and thus this must be taken into consideration 
in the theory of interaction. Thus we have to refer to 
the theory of second quantization. This can be done, as 
in the earlier theories, by studying the evolution with 
respect to time of the distribution function 
of the photons among the different possible states ( being
the number of photons in the state of annihilation, in
the state X .)
The results deduced by this method are exactly 
similar to those deduced by the above mentioned process, 
if we take into consideration the rule:
"That each transition probability must be multiplied by 
the product of the number of photons in the initial state 
before the transition and of the number of photons in the 
final state after the transition."
Let us consider the absorption transition: 
f /m )---- --  ^ [ o , /y/
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in which the photon in the state ^  is absorbed with the 
state of the electron changing from m to ml.
The transition probability, given by equation (zo%) 
on page (5Z), has to be multiplied by f r z  
as the number of photons in the annihilation state is 
enormously great.
For the emission transition (o , ^  ) X, ), 
we have to multiply our expression for the transition 
probability given by equation (2_o7 ) on page (52) by
Thus we get the well-known formula:
Emission probability _
Absorption probability ~ /y^
The above considerations must be taken into account 
in the calculations of the probability transitions cf 
the different radiation processes.
Discussions and Summary.
The present work is based essentially on the 
particular form of de Broglie*s equations of the photon 
= +>V‘.c/?, ) 9!^ )
t B, + 4, 6.9 1,133 + ,^.0 6.) I
k = i,t, 3,») 
which can he written as:
c =  *11^ ■+ *1- ^  ^  +3X/'o aXy /  - J 2)
i f  *3 ( 3)
Taking their adjoint we get:
-+ ( 4)
- It ' = (5)
Of these two systems of equations (2,3) and (4,5) we
) (1) 
)
)
notice the following points:
1. Equation (2) is the same as (5) apart from the
y .
fact that is replaced by ^  . Also (3) is the 
same as (4). This shows that *{ the system (2,3) 
describes a particle with positive energy and 
momentum, the system (4,5) will describe another 
with both negative. Each of these systems has 
the same Hamiltonian:
X  ^ "ê ^4- - 4-_ . ( 6)
2. Adding (2) and (5), (3) and (4) we get two
sy-
equations of vrliich the second is the hermitian conjugate 
of the first which runs as follows:
C f f  -  *1 ^  -+ * 1  ^ . c ( 7)
where f  = <j> (8)
As we noticed above the definitions of the 
electromagnetic quantities by means of ( F) gave rise to 
real expressions of the field quantities, which are 
really the superposition of two quantities, the import­
ance of which has been separately realized in the theory 
of radiation.
Although de Broglie* s description of the electro­
magnetic quantities as densities of matrix elements for 
the annihilation phenomena seems attractive, we have 
preferred to consider the fields as related directly to 
the wave function. Although mathematically both methods 
are the same, the latter interpretation has the advantage 
of avoiding difficulties concerned with the function of 
annihilation and moreover it brings the theory nearer to 
the current meson theories, where the field quantities 
(vector and others) are considered as wave functions.
The definition of the electromagnetic stress tensor
has enabled us to introduce the operator ~L , similar to
W
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those operators suggested by Pauli, Frenkel, Landau-Peierls, 
for the definition of the normalization formula, it has 
also simplified the formalism of the theory.
The requirements v/hich should be satisfied by an 
expression for the probability density are/'^ ^^
1. It should transform like the fourth component 
of a Sector.
2. It should, together with the expression for the
\
probability current density, satisfy a continuity 
equator.
3. It should be positive definite.
These were the conditions for the existence of a 
probability density, which were imposed during the develop­
ments of the quantum theory.
G-ordon* s expression for the probability density:
(1)
satisfies the conditions (1) and (2) but not (3).
Its imployment v/ould result in having negative probability. 
Gordon’s theory itself, moreover, allows of negative values 
for the energy ^ as well as. positive values.
Ô
Dirac discovered the first order wave equations of
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2.
the electron, in which Z1 / , summed for the
components of , turns out to be the time component 
of a four-vector and further the divergence of this 
foim-vector vanishes. Thus it is satisfactory to use 
this expression as the probability per unit volume of 
the particle being at any place at any time. One does 
not now have any negative probabilities in the theory. 
However, the negative energies remain.
In all recent theories of the photon, expressions 
for the probability density are not positive definite.
As an example de Broglie’s expression for the probability 
density for a plane wave:
Which depends on the sign of the energy k • Similarly also 
in the present work, the value of the same expression is:
which is exactly the same as de Broglie’s.
In his new theory of quantum electrodynamics, Dirac
said:
"There are always states of negative energy as well 
as those of positive energy. For particles whose spin is 
an integral number of quanta, the negative energy states
- § f -
occur with negative probability and the positive energy 
ones with a positive probability , while for particles 
whose spin is a half-odd integral number of quanta, all 
states occur with a positive probability."
"negative energies and probabilities should not be 
considered as nonsense. They are well defined concepts 
mathematically. Thus negative energies and probabilities 
should be considered simply as things which do not appear 
in experimental results."
He concluded by writing that:
"It appears that, whether one is dealing with particles 
of integral spin or half-odd spin, one is led to a similar 
conclusion, namely, that the mathematical methods at present 
in use in quantum mechanics are capable of direct inter­
pretation only in terms of a hypothetical world differing 
very markedly from the actual one. These mathematical 
methods can be made into a physical theory by the assumption 
that results about collision processes (including radiation 
interactions) are the same for the hypothetical world as 
the actual one. One thus gets back to Heisenberg’s view 
about physical theory - that all it does is to provide a 
consistent means of calculating experimental results".
1 -
APPMDIX I
We have noticed in part II of this thesis that the 
positive energy state of the photon is described by 
the wave equations; 
cfr = *• w  -+ *1- ^  ‘Xy ^  ■ (1)
^ ~ f  (2)
which is in reality the same as de Broglie’s wave 
equations;
^ 4 4  ' -‘■'^1-41 ■+ -I- . (3)
-+ -b || ^6</^ • (4)
As was mentioned before, De Broglie noticed that
the expressions; ^  ^
do not form four vectors as regards Lorentz transform­
ations, and thus cannot be used to represent the probabil­
ity current-density vector. De Broglie suggested that 
the vector:
,e,
can be used as the probability current density vector 
in the theory of the photon.
(31)
For our v/ork we preferred to use the operator W
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defined by:
w*<! = ^ ‘d d  A, = + / 5  + r
&
{ 7)
( 8)
Where ^  ( 9 )
when yUg = o , the operator W  goes over into Landau- 
Peierls’ operator / .
The use of the operator W  for the definition 
of the probability density has simplified the formalism 
of the theory.
We shall now show that an operator similar to (6) 
can be introduced in our work, whibh can be used to 
make the above theory run parallel .to de Broglie’s work.
It is clear that both definitions lead to the same results 
as can be seen from equations (M7 ) and (17 7) on jp 
page (76 ).
Starting with de Broglie’s expressions we notice 
that they can be put in the form;
= i [ K f ).-k- t /i
= f  (10)
—  3
f  =  -  C Z  *  ÊlÎLtdtSl J,.,
' 2. '>‘k
= - +H-p]
=- P M - j . k  1"
=-  ^ Z^^èjlÂLlÈtÊz
‘ - I t ;  [-<-‘^ )»w -  (?<^ t f «  ]
< 3 = ■  +  '’>•^3 ^  t
‘ - & t ; D ^ v ) , k , ; t , - ^ ) .  t, f 
=  - i^!( [-^• • h J ' ^ * J % ) n ;  ^•<’'« t, 51 
= -%t;n-MJ*J’‘3),.^t„^+(f'»)t'^<!'3))(s f^ s3
using the fact that oi, ^0(3 ^ o<y.'are symmetrical 
and (Xg. antisymmetrical operators.
Thus we can define, in the new notation, the
4  ^
probability current density operators, as:
Co« J s ( 6 ^  ,,,,
and the density expressions can be put as;
\ a (15)
To show that the expressions (15) satisfy the 
continuity relations, let us write down the wave 
equations and their adjoints:
(a) c § 7  ■+ -t - X / " * c • (
Multiplying (16a) by from left and by
from right we get;
(18)
Multiplying (16b) by from left and ;
from right, we get:
'- ^ "^3' f ' f (19)
Subtracting (18) and (19) we get:
. . /.cC (20)
Ivlultiplying (17a) from right by '«Yf we get:
+'^><oC (21)
9^-
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Multiplying (17b) from right by : f we get:
'f ^  ■*"4f (22)
Subtracting (22) from (21) we get;
1 (X^ o- g)o<» / M , 4^'^  c<<4-o<^o-
'^bT ^ ^ 2 ^ '
Adding (20) and (23) we get:
_!_ ^  Tf ( ~  ^3
Which is the required conservation formula.
.The similarity of the new operators ( ^  ^  ) to the 6 
introduced by de Broglie is confirmed by the form of the 
probability-current density (14).
Similarly we can go on the same lines building 
the formalism of the theory.
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As an illustration we shall construct the corresponding 
energy-momentum tensor in the following way:
T ,  - T,v = 1 1 ^ +
3<j> _ •iuOU^ -‘<-i0>Cu. th]
' i T tï;. 2. '
-y- — o(fOc<it. ^  __ »<ttO y .  J
U  2. V>t'y.
CAtUi cJ~~ 0/y^  *>'V/ 3'
These expressions can be compared with those of 
de Broglie given on p. ( 7/ )•
The equivalence of this value of to the one
given before by equation (49) on p. ( 72. ) is clear and 
can be easily checked for the plane wave:
.cufx^-r^)
In this case, from the above definition of W y w e  get:
= A-c Jç ( ~ a = A c4f/f„/*+/•!*,»/
The value of 7^ ,^  as given by equation (54) on p. (73 )
is:
T;^ = ^
which is the same as (25)
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II.
A striking similarity exists between the work
developed here in the second part for the photon and
the work published a few years ago by Kemmer (16) on 
the particle aspect of the meson theory, using the well- 
known Kemmer ^  matrices.
A - Kemraer has defined two energy momentum tensors for
the meson 1^  ^ and exactly similar to the
tensors Tmv and introduced above. ji v run
from 1 to 4. These tensors are defined as:
X .  = i [ X f y _  (1)
the second term being added in order to make real.
This tensor (1) is not symmetrical, but it can be made 
80  ^ as in the usual case for the electron given by Tetrode. 
The other energy-momentum tensor for the meson runs
as :
(2)
The tensor (2) is symmetrical and it gives for the energy 
density:
(3)
which is J;he same as the expression for the MaxiVellian 
energy tensor /(«fY in the theory of the photon.
B - As a result of the existence of the matrix (2), we
-3^-
can get expressions for the expectation values of energy 
and momentum, which are different from the usual ones, 
similar to those introduced for the electron. As an 
example, the momentum which is defined by the formula
t  t  l ç , t *  ,
can be given by the formula:
( 5)
Kemmer remarked that from the two equations (4),
(5 ) we. see that it is not necessary to abandon the connect­
ion between the operators £  and the momenta, as seemed 
to be the case in previous presentations of the meson 
theory.
In the theory of the photon the operator 7-. could
not represent momentum when the photon is represented by 
the Hermitian wave function . . From (5) we get for
the energy density the expression:
= - /yn c^ ' ( 6)
— lOo -
III.
A- Using the Lorentz-Heaviside units, the energy
density in Maxwell’s theory is given by:
where £  and // are real quantities.
" Eow assuming E and H  to be complex, the expression
(1) becomes:
(2) is the corresponding expression which is constant with 
time.
Substituting for S’ , ti and the other corresponding
♦
quantities in the expression for the energy density from 
Gétériau’s equations we get:
p  =  ^ (3)
p\ ^
where K is the constant of proportionality between the 
field quantities and the components
Comparing the value (3) with the corresponding value 
given by the component /i^^of the Maxwellian tensor:
^ ^ee equation (36) on page we deduce:
= T7F.
which was assumed above.
—  lo/ —
B- For the case, when the hermitian function is used, 
we have:
neglecting the two oscillating terms
(6) shows us that for the real fields is equal to the
f.
energy density for both the states ^  and ^  • Both states 
have the same value of the energy, as :
Y = if (for a p;lane wave) jwhich
is quadratic in k > and thus positive definite.
Thus we must put:
fdx -  ^j 9^ ''/ - tX y
L
•Mtv ft-»;  ^f < ,
IV.
We would like to mention here explicitly the way 
in which the operators 0(^0 ^ c ^  act on the wave
function . This is clear from the way by which» < 3
they are defined:
Similarly:
f
- 1 0 3  -
V.
By means of the /6 linearly independent Dirac 
<=< -operators we were able to define ll electromagnetic 
quantities:
(^fi j £  ^// ') ) C r j ^  ^^  ) a C I- 3 (1)
satisfying the equations:
(^LSM  r Cu^Je { // - O i t - - A / u U  duJ\J ;)
/  ^ ^  ) ( 2 )
( x ^  =--xy4„c°<y. ; c f  ,x ( g)
{ (Uuvi" 5^  =- O j  X 9^ = o )
The group of equations (4) gives the equations of 
evolution of the invariant quantity C, • They are 
of little interest, especially for a particle with non­
vanishing rest mass, since then » will vanish, and
the other equations of the same group are identically 
satisfied.
The group (2) are of the Maxwellian type. The only 
difference between (2) and &3axwell’ s equations is that the 
equations for X ancLo^E" contain a term proportional
— ' 10^ —
to form of these I^xv/ellian equations shows
that the quantities A.^ , A^ , A^  and V form the four 
components of a four vector ’’the potential four vectors”. 
Similarly £  and tr are transformed with respect to 
Lorentz transformations as the six distinct components of 
an antisymmetric tensor of the second rank. For the 
charge of the systems of reference without relative motion,
^ on one hand and H on the other are transformed as the 
components of two space-vectors.
The group of the non-Maxwellian equations (3), 
defined in terms of the five quantities «t- :> :> and
, is not known in the classical theory of electromagnetism. 
The quantity is a completely antisymmetric tensor of the 
fourth rank, i.e. a pseudo invariant. The quantities 
Sc form the four components of a pseudo space-time 
four vector, i.e. a completely antisymmetric tensor of the 
third rank.
How, recent developments of the meson theory show us 
that the Maxv/ellian equations (2) describe a particle of 
spin 1 , while the non-Maxwellian pseudo scalar equations (3)
describe a particle v/ith the total spin zero. As is seen 
from (3) the quantities cTf, 0 7; and cr^ are all derived 
from the pseudo scalar quantity •
—  105-
Eow, these non-Maxwell!an quantities (or photons)
f
were not known classically. Considerations of these 
fields in the meson theory and the important role which 
they play suggest that, in the future, these photons 
may help us to understand something about the Poincare 
tension force which keeps the electron in a stable state 
and prevents it from explosion because of the electro­
static rebulsion.
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